Core Curriculum Tools in Banner

Texas law requires us to note a student’s core status on any outgoing transcript. This is accomplished by an evaluation system in Banner. Banner evaluations reflect the OFFICIAL core status. It should match the Degree Works evaluation. Please report any discrepancies to the Registrar’s Office.

Determine if the student is core complete.

Faculty and Advisors – Self-Service

The easiest way to determine if a student is core complete or not is to view the Student’s test scores in self-service:

From the Student Information Menu, select “View Test Scores.”

A student that is core complete by transfer will have a “Core Complete by TRANSFER” listed (the score reported is not relevant – only the listing itself). Transfer student NOT complete when they arrive here will have no “test” listed at all.
In Degree Works, a student complete by transfer will show that core is complete and also list individual courses used to satisfy the core. If the student is complete by transfer but not all areas are satisfied, contact the Registrar’s Office.

If the student is core complete at Sul Ross, the student will have a “Core Complete at SRSU” test listed (the score is not relevant – only the listing itself). Students that are not core complete will have no “test” listed at all.

If a student is core complete according to Banner but Degree Works does not agree, contact the Registrar’s Office. Conversely, if Degree Works reports core complete but Banner does not, contact the Registrar’s Office.
Students may view their core information in LoboOnLine (self-service). From the Student tab, select “Student Records”.

Choose “View TSI, DROP Limit and Core Curriculum” from the Student Records menu.
For transfer students that have completed core at the transfer institution, the completion of core is noted. The coursework used to satisfy core may not be listed or may be incomplete because an official evaluation is not required.

In the next example, the core is not complete. Courses taken at transfer institutions that satisfied core are noted by institution. Note that although AGB 2302 is not a core course here, it satisfied core at TAMU – Commerce in the 080 area (Social and Behavioral Sciences). We must accept it here as well.
Degree Works (students on a fall 2015 catalog or later)

From the Sul Ross homepage, select “mySRSU” and log in with your ID (the first part of your @sulross.edu e-mail address) and your e-mail password.

Choose the My Degree Plan link.
Students: You will be taken directly to YOUR degree plan and evaluation. Advisors: Type in the student A number and ‘enter’.

The student’s degree plan and evaluation will be displayed.

The Texas Core Curriculum requirement appears just below the degree requirements. Notice that course applied are listed. Courses still needed are identified.

If you still have questions about the applicability of the core curriculum, please contact the Registrar at (432) 837-8049 or 8048.